The Canadian Consortium for Research
A BRIEF to the HOUSE OF COMMONS STANDING COMMITTEE on FINANCE
Who We Are. The Canadian Consortium for Research (CCR) is the largest umbrella advocacy organization in
Canada whose primary concerns are the funding of research in all disciplines and support for post-secondary
education. CCR consists of 19 organizations that represent more than 50,000 researchers and 500,000 students
in a wide range of disciplines across Canada.
Executive Summary. Job growth and continued prosperity depend increasingly on a nation’s success in
innovation. Basic research is widely agreed to play an essential role in innovation, and thus in ensuring a
country’s future economic and social prosperity. This is especially true in Canada, where industry’s low
level of R&D has meant a greater reliance on the expertise and knowledge development of university and
college researchers. In-house government research plays a critical role too. Even in times of stringency, a
continued commitment to publicly-funded research is essential, to provide the fuel to grow Canada out of
austerity: in a continuing climate of global economic uncertainty, even temporary reductions would cause
damage that could take decades to repair. Understanding this, the European Union recently proposed a
45% increase (plus inflation) for research and innovation for its next 7-year period! CCR recommends:
1. That the federal government augment the Granting Councils' budgets by 7% (roughly matching the
7-year 45%-plus-inflation EU proposal), with the whole increase being directed to the portion of their
budgets that supports basic research. Cost about $165 M p.a.
2. That the base Canada Graduate Scholarships program return to roughly its pre-stimulus growth rate.
First-year cost: $25M, sufficient to fund 700 additional doctoral or 1400 masters students each year.
3. That, in the face of government spending cuts, the government classify public science-related
programs as part of “core” services and exempt them from further spending reductions.
The Big Question. In its call for Briefs, the HCFC asked ‘in particular’ for thoughts and suggestions of
Canadians about how to attain high levels of job growth and business investment in order to ensure shared
prosperity and a high standard of living for all. This will not be easy. As a result of poor productivity
growth, median real earnings in Canada have not advanced since 1980, and are sliding relative to other
nations.1
Innovation is Essential. Innovation is critical to a high-performing economy, to environmental protection,
to a high-performing education system, to a well-functioning system of health care, and to an inclusive
society.2 Technological innovation probably accounts for more than 50% of economic growth in advanced
countries.3 ,4 Unfortunately, studies5 repeatedly give Canada failing grades for innovation. Moreover,
major new innovation-based competition is coming from the emerging nations. In 2008, the company
filing the most international patents was Chinese. In 2006, Brazil, Russia, India and China together trained
half as many doctoral graduates as the entire OECD.6 China will soon have more researchers than either
the USA or the EU.7 Two Indian IT companies are amongst the world’s biggest. “A
wave of low-cost...innovation will shake many [rich world] industries to their
Unless we get smarter,
foundations.”8
we’ll get poorer.
The UK Royal Society

Can our resource sector save us? Even here, we are not safe from major foreign
competition. For example, China has developed an innovative, low-cost alternative to Canadian refined
nickel: production is already greater than Sudbury’s.9

One answer: economists call for basic research. In 2010, the leading editorial in the prestigious Economist
magazine asked a similar question about securing the jobs of the future. It made just three
recommendations;10 the second was that “governments should invest in the infrastructure that supports
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innovation, from modernized electricity grids (a smarter way to help green energy) to basic research and
university education.”
Others agree. Last year, the U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee stated:11 “The innovations that have
improved the country’s productivity and quality of life are ultimately grounded in the results of basic
research. Now, more than ever, basic research is needed to chart the way forward.” Writing in the Globe
and Mail,12 Neil Reynolds went even further: “scientific advances represent the world’s best chance ..... for
human survival”.
But what is ‘basic research’? Basic research is research (usually in the natural, medical or social sciences)
undertaken, typically in universities, without an immediate application in mind. It is also sometimes
referred to as ‘curiosity-driven research’ or ‘non-targeted research’.
Why not focus on solving our practical problems, and cut basic research? Applied research, of course, is
essential. But the most significant breakthroughs come from basic research. By its very nature, basic
research creates entirely unanticipated advances. These produce truly new opportunities for applied
research in universities and industry, and enable product and process innovation based on today’s
breakthroughs, not yesterday’s! A recent example is the spin-off of the World Wide Web from basic
research.13 Basic research underlies all modern computers and electronics, modern communication
technologies, all other laser-based technologies and medical treatments, X-rays, MRIs, PET scans, and a
host of other advances whose economic and social impacts have changed our world. Inventions based on
the understanding of quantum physics alone may account for over 25% of the GDP of all the industrial
powers.14
Then why doesn’t industry do it? The unpredictability of basic research makes it hard for industry.
Advances may not fit the company’s capabilities, and a successful program requires long-term work in a
wide variety of disciplines. More important, the benefits of basic breakthroughs accrue primarily to the
general economy and to society, rather than to the researcher’s organization.
Why not just let other countries do it? While the benefits of basic research do spread well beyond the
researcher’s country, the evidence is that no country can free-ride on the world scientific system. Worldleading research in a wide range of disciplines solves problems and creates major opportunities that
industry and governments exploit, typically in the same country as the original research.15 Within Canada,
it directly spins-off major new Canadian companies. It plays a key role in producing vibrant, creative cities
such as Waterloo, Ontario, and thus, indirectly, the resulting companies like Research in Motion. Crucially,
it ensures Canadian access to the personal international networks by which much foreign technology,
know-how, and ideas are transferred. It plays a critical role in educating and inspiring the next generation
of researchers and other leaders, and in attracting foreign students to Canada (who alone contribute $6.5B
p.a. to our economy.)16
Recent evidence. There is strong evidence17 of high returns to the broad economy from U.K. Research
Council spending, even within a couple of years; the returns are much higher than those from R&D tax
credits for the private sector. A detailed study18 estimates the direct economic impact of just one outcome
of basic research: completely new companies spun-off over a nearly 40-year period (by a faculty member or
student) directly from Canadian academic natural science and engineering research. With very
conservative assumptions, it found the impact to be 3 – 4 times the total federal/provincial research
funding, direct and indirect, over the whole period, even allowing for the time value of money.
Governments will also receive more in additional tax than they spent. NSERC reports the companies’ 2004
revenues as $3.5B, very largely from exports.19
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Don’t we spend enough already? Canadian spending on academic research, as a % of GDP, is about 6th in
the OECD.20 But in-house industrial R&D spending21 remains low, despite generous government
incentives over many decades, suggesting that the low spending may have structural, permanent roots.22
However, the proportion of Canadian academic research supported by Canadian industry (while small
compared with government support) is second only to Germany in the G7, and 50% more than the G7
average.20 To an important extent, then, industry seems to fund applied R&D at the universities (building
on the universities’ earlier basic work) rather than doing it in-house. As a UNESCO report23 remarks,
Canadian “academic research often appears to be a surrogate for industrial R&D”. As a result, the health of
academic research is especially important in Canada and a continuing well-above-average investment by
government is essential to help offset poor industrial performance.
Scientific output (primarily academic basic research) is the one bright spot in Canada’s poor international
innovation rankings.5 So, while addressing the problems, we must continue to nurture and grow the bright
spot, our basic research. The recommendations24 of a blue-ribbon, business-based committee advising
Industry Canada on R&D commercialization were “based on one key premise: continuing government
commitment to publicly funded research carried out with little or no expectation of [immediate] commercial
application....The challenge for government is to increase - not merely maintain - its investments in publicly
funded research .....”
Social sciences and humanities research (SSHR) is an integral element of a successful innovation strategy.
By advancing our understanding of the world and helping us gain insight into behaviours, relationships and
society, SSHR provides critical evidence to support sound policy-making. SSHR provides essential
information on key social, cultural, psychological, economic and health-related issues25 and also plays a key
role in technological advances and the digital economy.26
What about the government’s own research? When it comes to protecting Canadians’ health and welfare
and contributing to economic prosperity, government research also plays a unique and indispensible role,
quite different from universities or industry. Over Canada’s history, government research has been at the
centre of the development of scientific knowledge and innovation. It is responsible for many of Canada’s
greatest scientific and technological achievements, with major social and economic impacts.
Some examples? The products of federal basic and applied research range from hundreds of new wheat
varieties to a vaccine for meningitis C (reducing the disease’s incidence in millions of children worldwide),
and from corrosion resistant concrete to a brain-surgery simulator that will make surgery safer for countless
patients. And canola (primarily developed by NRC) contributes more than $2B p.a. to the Canadian
economy alone.
What else does government research do? It supports: public policy development, regulations and decisionmaking; programs to ensure public health, safety and security; and development and management of
national and international standards. It provides the long-term research and monitoring capacity needed to
respond to the complex challenges to Canadians’ physical, environmental and economic security – climate
change, alien invasive species, human pandemic disease. From SARS to the mountain pine beetle, from
water and air quality to fish stocks, Canadians’ health, environment and economic prosperity depend on the
federal government’s ability to effectively monitor serious problems and directly contribute to solutions.
Government science also provides an independent yardstick, establishing a standard for unbiased and
authoritative advice to government policy-makers against which competing claims can be measured.
Why suggest an increase in spending during a time of austerity? When times are tough, the last thing we
should do is to ‘eat our seed-corn’. Research and innovation are the engines needed to grow us out of
austerity. The European Union, facing difficulties far worse than Canada’s, recently proposed to increase
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spending on research and innovation by 45% plus inflation over a seven year period, leaving most other
major areas flat.
In summary: Our future depends on greatly improving Canadian innovation. Basic academic research
(necessarily funded by government) is a crucial driver of innovation, particularly as industry in-house R&D
spending is modest in Canada. Canadian and foreign experts agree on the importance of increasing support
for basic research. On its own, a single by-product of Canadian basic research (academic spin-off
companies) much more than repays the government funding. Basic research is an essential bright spot in
Canadian innovation: we must continue to nurture and grow it, at the same time as encouraging more
applied efforts! We must also take great care not to lose critically important research capabilities, built-up
over decades, within government itself.
Recommendations
1. The Granting Councils are widely admired internationally and form the bedrock of support for basic
research in Canada. While funding for the Councils’ applied programs has increased significantly in
recent years, increased support for basic research is also widely agreed to be essential to a country’s
future prosperity. Recognizing this, Budgets 2010 and 2011 did increase the Councils’ basic research
with small increases roughly equal to inflation (1.7% in Budget 2011). Yet very many researchers rated
highly by international standards of excellence (i.e. fully worthy of funding) still cannot be funded; in
health research for example, only about 25% of their research proposals are typically funded. Talented
individuals’ contribution to Canada’s innovation and wealth-creating potential is thereby much reduced.
Moreover, cuts to the Councils mandated in 2009 will reduce their budgets by $87M p.a. in 2011-12 and
beyond. CCR therefore recommends:
That the federal government augment the Granting Councils' budgets by 7% (roughly matching the 7year 45%-plus-inflation EU proposal), with the whole increase being directed to the portion of their
budgets that supports basic research. Cost about $165 M p.a.
2. A key role of basic research is to educate, inspire, and unleash the creativity of the next generation of
highly qualified people. By doing so, we make a vital long-term contribution to our future innovative
and competitive advantage, and we encourage some of our brightest minds to remain in Canada.
Relative to our population, however, Canada produces 35% fewer graduates at the crucial doctoral level
than the OECD average or the U.S.27 This has been recognized by the federal government with, for
example, the expansion of the Canada Graduate Scholarships (CGS) program. Yet after 2011-2012, the
end of special stimulus funding will reduce the CGS budget for doctoral students by $17.5M p.a., even
without any new cuts. Prior to stimulus, the program had grown at an average rate of about $25M p.a.
CCR therefore recommends:
That the base Canada Graduate Scholarships program return to roughly its pre-stimulus growth rate.
First-year cost: $25M, sufficient to fund 700 additional doctoral or 1400 masters students each year.

3. Even though the federal government is aggressively pursuing reductions in spending, many functions
can still only be undertaken by governments. In-house government science programs are essential
services for the protection of the health, safety and well-being of Canadians. It is therefore critically
important that in-house government science be adequately funded. Science-based departments and
agencies have already been cut by 5% between 2007 and 2011. Moreover, for many years, Canada has
badly trailed the G7 and OECD average for government in-house R&D as a fraction of GDP.20 CCR
therefore recommends:
That, in the face of government spending cuts, the government classify public science-related
programs as part of “core” services and exempt them from further spending reductions.
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